ABSTRACT. Subsuming recent results of the authors [6, 7] 
INTRODUCTION
One way to create new topological algebras from old is to look at algebras ,A of functions from a space X which take their values in topological algebras Ax (z E X). If X is itself a topological space (or sometimes even if it is not), these algebras .A can be topologized in various ways. It is natural to ask how the ideal structure of .A is related to the ideal structures of the A The history of this question dates back at least to 1960 and C. Rickart's book [9] and to 1961 and the paper of J M. G Fell [2] . Among many other results, this latter paper identified the space of irreducible *-representations of section spaces of bundles of C*-algebras The topological algebras of these sources were commutative Banach algebras with identities and C*-algebras, respectively. Among the more recent studies examining the relationships between the ideal structure of 4 and the ideal structures of the Ax are the papers by J. Arhippainen ] , who looked at commutative locally multiplicatively convex A:, and by the authors ([6] and [7] ), for whom the A were commutative Banach algebras and arbitrary Banach algebras, respectively The references in these papers provide a guide to some of the record. The purpose of this note is to investigate further the structure and properties of the maximal ideal spaces of algebras of vector-valued functions In it, we subsume results of our own and of J Arhippainen in the works noted above by using the theory of bundles of locally convex topological vector spaces 4 We then have (ho oev)(cr) ho(cr(z)) h(cr(:r)) (h oev)(cr), ie %(h,) hoev in A(.A). It is likewise easy to show that if {h, oev} is a net in %(A(A:)) which converges weak-" to h o ev (5 %(A(A:)), then ho h weak-" in A(A) I-'11"-I1"-! Previous work of the authors [6] has provided examples which demonstrate that the projection map need not be closed, even when each fiber A is a Banach algebra with identity Moreover, the projection need not be open, even when each fiber A is a Banach algebra with identity and .,4 satisfies the even stronger condition that it contain the identity selection Both of these examples use the weak-" topologies Suppose now that we re-examine the situation when each A: is a commutative Banach algebra and X is compact Under these special conditions, .,4 is the space of sections of a bundle of Banach algebras n-" A--, X We may look at the Seda topology on .M I,.J:x({:r} x A(A))= [3exA(A)
Recall from the Banach bundle case that the Seda topology is the weak topology on (R) Uex({Z} x B((A.)')) (where B(Z) denotes the closed unit ball of a Banach space Z) which is generated by the conditions (:c,,F,) (z,F) (5 .Ad iff z z (5 X and Fo(cr(z,)) F(cr(:r)) for each cr (5 We point out in closing the crucial role which the assumptions on the space X play Complete rgularity of X allows us to extend the functions appearing in the proofs of Propositions and 11, and provides sufficiently many continuous functions to demonstrate the continuity of the projection map p-A(4) X in Propositions 6 and 9. That X is Hausdorff means that each K f is a compact Hausdorff space, and allows us to use the full power of the cited theorems from [3] in the proof of Proposition 2
